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by Ras Haile Mecael.  This cartoon first appeared in the 3rd issue of The Dub, from August 

2016, and is part of an extended series.   
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Editorial Dub 
Cover photo – Nico D at Reggae On Tap, October 2018 – photo by Dan-I 

Dear Reader, 

This month (the month of Gad), we publish our review of the powerful new collection 

of poetry inspired by the tragedy of the Grenfell Tower fire which was mentioned in the 

last issue.  At the start of this month, there was an exhibition celebrating the book’s 

publication at the iconic Tabernacle in Powis Square, Ladbroke Grove.  Contact details 

for ordering your copy can be found at the end of the review. 

More and more reggae events are springing up in the shires, as the music continues to 

break out of the towns and cities.  High Wycombe, Banbury, Eynsham, Aylesbury, 

North Moreton and Dunstable are all falling for the charms of the original rebel music 

– more strength to all the organisers.  Meanwhile, Oxford finally has a regular venue 

for the massive to gather as Reggae On Tap goes from strength to strength and 

Reading Dub Club returns with sound systems bringing their sets to a great community 

centre-style hall.  Salute! 

A big thank you to the regular writers and also welcome back aboard to Barney Pree 

and Johnny Heartbreaker.  Thanks also to new contributor Hugo Makepeace for his 

review of the first conference linked to HIM Haile Selassie I in Oxford, handed in for 

publication on the 88th anniversary of his coronation in Addis Ababa. 

Welcome to The Dub 

Editor – Dan-I        danidubdub@btinternet.com 

The Dub is available to download for free every month at 

reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk    and    rastaites.com 

  
 

The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors.  While this allows for artistic freedom, it 

also means that money for printing is very limited.  If anyone is interested in printed copies, 

they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of 

the issues required for the cost of £2.50 each. 

 

mailto:danidubdub@btinternet.com
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Birthday blessings dub 
Susan Cadogan – Nov 2nd 

David Jahson – Nov 4th 

Half Pint – Nov 11th 

Lennie Hibbert – Nov 12th 

Starkey Banton – Nov 15th 

Edi Fitzroy – Nov 17th 

Jah Mason – Nov 17th 

Eek A Mouse – Nov 19th 

Everton Blender – Nov 21st 

Max Romeo – Nov 22nd 

Family Man – Nov 22nd 

Cornel Campbell – Nov 23rd 

Jah9 – Nov 23rd 

Marcia Griffiths – Nov 23rd 

Glen Adams – Nov 30th 

Sanchez – Nov 30th 
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EDI FITZROY 

Deep In Mi Culture, 1995 
Edi Fitzroy’s birthday, November 17th 

 
This tune is a killer, an early (even pre) 
Desta Nation Oxford sound system 
favourite, a digital rip-snorting 
masterpiece.  Noticing his birthday this 
month, I remembered how I came to 
own the 7". Once again, it’s an Oxford 
Reggae vinyl story, so step in David 
Norland. 
 
This tune came out when I had not long 
started seriously collecting during that 
digital golden era, and I must have 
missed it.  However, to cut to the chase, 
eventually David must have relented, 
presented me with his spare copy - " If I 
lose mine, this is coming back, ok?" - 
Deal.  Naturally, I still have it. 
 
In those days, I would tend to cycle 
back from the (famous or infamous) 

Marston Street house with 7" singles wedged on my bicycle handlebars - that day was 
no different but the ratio of cycling caution to vinyl protection was somewhat 
increased. 
 
The vocal comes like a machine gun in rapid peace fire, the bass like a hammer at 
whatever walls may hold you, then builds into a classic crescendo, this tune has stood 
the test of time, simple and potent, a fire tune for a water birthday sign.  Check it. 
 

Barney Pree 
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Toots & The Maytals – O2 Academy, 26th October 2018 

Toots rocked it!  There really is no one who can give a show remotely like Toots 

Hibbert, a true original in every sense and one of the founders of reggae.  At 75, he 

can still get a club jumping for joy.   

As much a blues and gospel artist as well as reggae, ska and rocksteady, not to 

mention funk and country.  Toots has all bases covered and his show reminds me of 

film of the live Stax revues with Sam & Dave for power, pace and energy.  Having 

played most of his set live for decades, he is free to experiment with how the songs 

sound as much as he likes.  There was an acoustic extended version of ‘Bam 

Bam’/’Rastaman’, which delighted the rootsier fans, but it was the funky blues 

workouts given to ‘Funky Kingston’ and ’54-46 Was My Number’ that really tore the 

roof off.  He would work up the crowd, ending many of the songs with a frenetic ska 

pace, even if they started very differently.  ‘Pressure Drop’ and ‘Monkey Man’ towards 

the end of his set saw Toots at his finest, full on raw rocksteady with wild soul/gospel 

vocals, cheered on by the very vocal crowd.  Toots and his band will have known how 

strong their reception was, make no mistake.   

Words – Dan-I, Pictures – Leo B 
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 INDEPENDENCE  DUB 
1st – Antigua & Barbuda (UK, 1981) 

3rd – Dominica (UK, 1978) 

11th – Angola (Portugal, 1975) 

25th – Suriname (Netherlands, 1975) 

28th – Mauritania (France, 1960) 

30th  - Barbados (UK, 1966) 
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  CULTURAL DIARY 

 

5th October-12th January 2019 – “Windrush Years” exhibition at Museum of Oxford.  

Free, 10am-5pm daily.  Will include a Caribbean living room exhibition as well as 

finding out more about the experiences of the Windrush generation with the voices of 

local people, costumes from BKLUWO and artwork inspired by lived experiences. 
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JAH MASON 

Birthday, November 17th 

This interview by regular contributor to The Dub Steve Mosco was originally published 

with the CD issue of the Jah Mason & Jah Warrior album “Most Royal” in 2004. 

 

One of the most prolific and highly rated Bobo Dread artists around, Jah Mason’s 

earliest involvement in music came at a tender age: “I was doing it from like 9 or 10, 

going to school concerts, winning a lot of prizes.” 

Jah Mason was born in Manchester, Jamaica.  “It’s the country.  Everyone who was 

born in the country love country.  I was born in the country but raised in the city.  I go 
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to school in the country, but while I was going to school, every Friday evening I leave 

school early and go to the city and come back Monday morning, early, early. 

Then when I graduated, when I was 18, I stayed in Kingston, cos I see what I needed 

was in Kingston, no studio wasn’t really in the country.” 

Like many young artists looking for their first break, Jah Mason hung around the 

capital, hoping and waiting.  The crucial event which would lead him on the road to a 

recording career came when he saw an advert for an audition at Junior Reid’s studio: 

 

“One day I took up the paper and I see them say we have auditions in Kingston, any 

artist just come with whatever you have.  Normally them nah say dat.  Them time deh, 

people nah record artists when you sing about His Majesty, you have fe talk about 

girls, gwaan under girls frock, cos me is the first youth who wear a turban in Jamaica, 

y’ know.  Different from Junior Reid who was the first Bobo Shanti who I know.  You 

see after I went around there and I did the audition, there was so many other people 
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there waiting for their career to start.  After I did the audition I never see back that 

studio room for six months and I was there every day…. and I did lose a lot of 

princesses through that too, cah she don’t know wha’ me a go through….  “Can you 

feel the pain that I feel inside? Life is a survival game, you better just live it right…!” 

In common with many Jamaican artists struggling to better themselves, Jah Mason 

went through hard times on the road to making a name for himself: “It rough you 

know, cos sometime some people see me a trod lion foot, barefoot, them a meditate 

and a say ‘yeah man, a Rastaman a trod natural!’  But sometimes it was really I had a 

shoes problem.  But me did know say Jah a go make it happen.  Cos me did put my all 

and all into it, and still put my all and all into it and will put my all and all into it.” 

 

The audition for Junior Reid led to Jah Mason’s first recording to hit vinyl in 1992, titled 

‘Selassie I Name Me A Call’, released under the name Perry Mason on Junior Reid’s JR 

label.  “I did one other tune as Perry Mason for a doctor friend of mine named Big 

Head, his label was called Global Flex.” 

Shortly after this he adopted the name Jah Mason, seeing himself as the builder of 

righteousness.  By now a fully committed Bobo Shanti, his lyrics reflected the fiery 

uncompromising beliefs of the Bobo order:  “You see when we start rise, we a tell you 

the truth, nobody no burn fire like we.  Every meat shop we pass, we say burn flesh, 

burn dis….  We just a rise and a get the knowledge, uncontrollable.” 
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What inspired him to wear the turban?  “Well it’s all about the live.  Cah Jah dun 

inspire me in a natural way.  It’s just seeing the everyday happenings around I and I.  I 

need the best live so I could be self comfort.  Cos you can’t be comfortable inna 

Babylon yah.  So people don’t see me everyday and mi face a screw, yunno?  That’s 

why I do songs like Keep your joy, keep your joy, even if you unemploy.  We deyah, the 

saga, the war, the ghetto vibes.  We still need fi show love and it’s joyful when 

somebody tell you bout a place that it run certain way and you see youths living 

together under one accord.  You see a oneness there, it’s joyful.  Me only can explain 

my living in a song.” 

 

Amongst the producers and labels Jah Mason has recorded for are Beres Hammond 

(Harmony House), Stone Love, Tony Rebel (Flames), Everton Blender (Blend Dem), 

Robert French (Ffrench), Mixing Lab, Solgie, King of Kings and Kariang. 

He is also associated with Capleton’s David House.  “David House is a family.  Right 

now it coming like David’s World.  Cah true you dun know say I and I Rastaman trod 

same way as King David, Solomon….  The said lineage.  David House was organized at 

Capleton’s house in Kingston 6.  And from the Prophet come thru’, everyone a come 

thru’, cos a vibrant thing is there, and is a youth who is at heights of Selassie I, and nuff 

youth come chant, like Sizzla, cos we did dun there with the Prophet already, we 

already in it yu know, that’s why I could be out here now on my own.   Cah me never 

come there like me come a school.  We was working as teachers, as a team, David 

House team.  So now me see a way where mi can go there and teach without the 

house, but when you see me you see the house.  Cah when you see me you see Jah 
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Cure and the whole heavens said way.  So give thanks to David House and give thanks 

to the strength and weh it come do for the youth and is still doing and will do.  Yeah 

man, cah you dun know it nah stop here, is a never ending saga.” 

Talking about artists who inspired him, he has this to say:  “After mi link with Junior 

Reid I was listening to other artists, and it’s not just one artist who I look up to.  You 

see from you’re speaking about the road that I’m trodding, mi respect every artist, no 

matter how you a stay, whether you grow locks or you don’t grow locks, from you a 

chant righteousness, I’m with it.” 

“Me want my blessings, Jah Mason blessings, to hand down to children and children’s 

children.  We need fe go out there and reach the youths them star and get inna them 

corner cah nuff youth even inna London nah really know wha a gwaan…. cah the youth 

is all over.  We don’t sing just for the youth of Jamaica alone.” 

What will we see from Jah Mason in the future?  “Expect the unexpected on the road 

of righteousness. A never ending saga….” 

Interviewed by Steve Mosco aka Jah Warrior 

 June 2003 
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Marcia Llyneth Griffiths 
Jamaica’s First Lady of Song 

 
 
Born 23 November 1949 in West Kingston, Jamaica, Marcia Llyneth Griffiths’ first public 
performance on Easter Monday 1964, courtesy of the Blues Busters’ Philip James’ 
insistence that she appeared on the bill with established act Byron Lee & The 
Dragonaires, so impressed attending record label owners Ronnie Nasralla (BMN) and 
Clement Dodd (Studio One) that both offered her a recording contract the very next 
day.  
 
History now shows that Griffiths opted for Clement Dodd’s Studio One label; and a series 
of duets with male artists, including Tony Gregory (“You’re Mine”), Bob Marley (“Oh My 
Darling”), Jeff Dixon (“Words”) and Bob Andy (“Always Together”) duly followed.  
 
“I heard all of my young days about Studio One. I knew it was Jamaica’s Motown and 
all the artists that I used to listen to as a little girl - the songs were from Studio One.  I 
didn’t know anything else or anywhere else.” (Marcia Griffiths, 
www.unitedreggae.com). 
 

http://www.unitedreggae.com/
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Griffiths’ early Studio One solo hits “Truly” and “Melody Life”, along with her first real 
taste of wider acclaim via 1968’s “Feel Like Jumping”, were all written by Bob Andy: the 
man she would not only work professionally with between 1970 and 1974 (‘Bob and 
Marcia’), but also enter into a personal relationship with as well (Griffiths’ two children 
were fathered later on by JBC Disc Jockey Errol Thompson). 
 
Although continuing to record as a solo artist during the 1970s, working with renowned 
producers Sonia Pottinger and Joseph Hoo Kim (to name but two), Griffiths is perhaps 
best remembered during this decade as a member of Bob Marley & The Wailers backing 
female trio, The I Threes (1976-1981).  
 
The 1989 remix of Griffiths’ most successful single “Electric Boogie” (a cover of a 1976 
Bunny Wailer song), which was first released in 1983, both reached number 51 on the 
US Billboard Hot 100 and influenced a new international dance craze known as the 
‘Electric Slide’.  To this day Griffiths’ 1989 remix of “Electric Boogie” continues to remain 
the highest selling single by a female reggae artist ever. 
 
The 1980s, musically at least, were extremely quiet years, with Griffiths releasing just 
the one album during this time (presumably as the majority of her focus at this point 
was centred around her two children and life-partner Errol Thompson; and then solely 
on her children when Thompson died in 1983).  
 
However, Griffiths exploded back into action in the 1990s and 2000s, releasing a further 
six and five albums respectively; as well as finding time to appear on Grammy Award 
winning reggae Toots and the Maytals album “True Love” (2004), and in a BBC 
documentary ‘Reggae Got Soul: The Story of Toots and the Maytals’ (2011).  
 
Griffiths has also featured in a Brazilian documentary about her own life, titled ‘Reggae 
Meets Samba’ (2013), and received (amongst many other numerous awards) both the 
Jamaican Order of Distinction (Commander Class) and the Musgrave Award for her 
services to Jamaican music.  
 
“…the bible tells us in this time the woman shall surpass the man…you see a lot of the 
men disappoint us…they fall short from a lot of things…because they are taking too 
much for granted, so women coming together now for a cause, it is ordained. It’s 
prophecy being fulfilled today. It is something that we cannot avoid. We must embrace 
it…” (Marcia Griffiths, www.unitedreggae.com). 
 

Johnny Heartbreaker 

  

http://www.unitedreggae.com/
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FROM THE ROOTS..... 
 As you can imagine, covering the blues scene here in the UK I see some amazingly 

talented artists over the years, many better than the big names that fill our radio 

station play lists or television shows.  I find it sad that their talents are not seen by a 

wider audience.  Only the other week, I saw a young lady and her band from Bristol, 

she’s not only got a great soul voice, she writes some good songs and has a superb 

band.  If she doesn’t make the fame she deserves, it will be a shame.  Her name is Elles 

Bailey, keep an eye out for her. 
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 Anyway, I’ve said this because it was about time I said something about the ladies in 

New Orleans, and who better to start with than the Queen herself - Irma Thomas, now 

an amazing 77 years old and still performing.  She’s been releasing so many chart 

singles and albums since 1959’s ‘Don’t Mess With My Man’, and only this year she 

won a Lifetime Achievement Award for Performance, as well as a Grammy in 2013 for 

her blues album “After The Rain”.  A contemporary of both Aretha Franklin and Etta 

James, yet for some crazy reason Irma has never got to the same level of success, sure 

she’s done well, but in a more limited way. 

 Born in Poncheomla, Louisiana in 1941, she is an artist that has always been referred 

to as The Soul Queen Of New Orleans.  For good reason too, as she’s come through 

more than her fair share of setbacks, managed to come back each time, and 

throughout her career, with the exception of Fats Domino, she still has one of the 

most diverse followings of any artist there.  Her brand of R&B just has that special 

something people love and yet still not the fame of some others. 

 It’s said that many who supported her high school gigs still pack out the local clubs, 

and riverboats whenever she performs.  One night she said “Hey, anybody remember 

that F&B Patio?”, the venues she’s played over the years start coming to mind, 

“Warren Easton, The Rockery, The Walnut Room, how about the Sands?”  All these 

now long gone New Orleans hot spots where people packed in every night to see and 

hear the best artists and bands in town perform.  Like many places all over, they are 

now gone but those great days remain in the memory.  
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Though growing up was not an easy time for the young Irma Lee, as she was then, she 

came through, even helping to take care of her nine cousins along the way.  Today it’s 

the grandchildren she helps with.  From hearing the likes of Joe Liggins, Clyde 

McPhatter and the Drifters,Lowell Fulsom and Percy Mayfield, the seeds of her future 

were being sown.  She sang in the church choir on Sundays, where the whole family 

sang together, in what then were as she says “Marathon services”, but the experience 

like many other soul singers was honed then.  Then from an audition, she got around 

to her first single release ‘Don’t Mess With My Man’ in 1959, and then in 1961 

another hit with ‘Too Soon To Know’, a 1962 with ‘It’s Raining’ , and then 1968’s 

‘Good To Me’.  

  From then until now, she has continued to record and perform, yet still the 

worldwide fame she deserves hasn’t quite come.  She is truly by any standards one of 

the absolute greats of New Orleans music, so do try and get to hear Irma Thomas, the 

soul Queen of the city. 

 

                                      Pete Clack  

                                     Blues In Britain writer 
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK                                                   

Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present Foundation 

Music Thursdays (9.00pm – 2.00am) on Green Futures 

Festival Radio / Kingston Green Radio. The show offers 

support and airtime to breakthrough artists / groups 

from UK, Jamaica, USA, Africa along with wicked brand 

new selection and classics vinyl from the 

Cornerstonemusik vaults.                                                                                                                       

On the ‘TUNE IN’ App - Green Futures Festival Radio  

Streaming on www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk and www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk                                                                               

Text to +44  (0)7813355448 

     RECOMMENDED NEW RELEASES + CELEBRATING ‘SANDEENO’ (R.I.P) 

TAKE IT - Blackroots 

Format – Album 

Label - Nubian / Khanti Records 

 

HAPPY FEELING RIDDIM                                                                  

K Sling, D’Koncep, Patexx, Tycoon, Fannah,   

Format - Riddim Album                                                           

Label – Anthony Records 

LION PRIDE RIDDIM                                                                           

Bugle, Alexx A-Game, Busy Signal + Ikaya, Lady Flame, Tanya 

Stephens, Sadiki, Shakespear D-Dondadda                                

Format - Riddim  Album                                                                     

Label – Upsetta Records                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

THANKFUL -  Peppery                                                               

Format – Single                                                                                                                                                                              

Label – Ram Goat Records                                                                                                                                                

http://www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/
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DUB + HAPPINESS – Perfect Giddimani + Teacha Dee  

Format – Single 

Label – Giddimani Records                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                      

MOTHER OF CREATION -  Black Symbol                                                                     

Format – Single 

Label - Suga Shack Records 

 

JAH NO DEAD - Platinum Flames                           

Format – Single 

Full 100 Music–  

                                                      

KILLING DUB Melodica Version – Art-X ft Linval Thompson 

Format - Single                                                                                  

Label - Dubmatix 

 

PARTY FIRED UP Riddim                                                                

Chaka Demus + Pliers, Richie Spice, Snatcha Lion, Ginjah, Karen 

Schloss, Spring Wata, Joshua Manning                                                             

Format – Riddim Album 

Label – Cross Di Wata 

      

GRANNY BACKYARD (Guess Who Coming To Dinner Riddim)                                                       

Suga Roy, Conrad Crystal and Fireball Crew                           

Format – Single                                                                                             

Label – Fire Ball Records 
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SALUTE TO SANDEENO – R.I.P.                                                                                    

September 30th saw the passing of our good bredrin and 

UK leading foundation roots exponent SANDEENO 

(Derrick Johnson).  Sandeeno was born in Birmingham 

UK and raised in Manchester JA.  He began as Superman 

DJaying in combination with Jamaican DJ Spiderman, 

recording his debut album in 1984 (with Ranking Joe and 

released by Kingdom Records, 1985).  Sandeeno moved 

to Kingston, recording singles on King Jammy’s, Shocking 

Vibes, Penthouse, Steely & Cleevie, Soljie and others.  In 1993, he recorded the 

brilliant album ‘It Ain’t Easy’ for Outernational.  After touring Switzerland, the duo 

split and Superman changed his name to Sandeeno, releasing his first solo record 

“Gangster” (Black Roots).   The single ‘Ten Commitments’ (1995) was self-produced 

and several singles followed for various producers.  ‘Tear Down Babylon’ (MCS 

Records 1996) was a big tune, reaching No.1 on the 

reggae English charts.  In 1998, the album “Tear Down 

Babylon” was released including other successful 

singles ‘Nah Go Down Deh’ and ‘Mankind’.  

Collaborations followed with Gussie P, Blacker Dread, 

Fashion studio, Disciples and others.  In 2008, 

Sandeeno released the epic album “Guncrime Gone 

Crazy” focused entirely on anti-gun / uplifting messages and in 2009 released a 

Showcase album entitled “Hold It Down” (Gussie P), and in 2011 “The Heathens”, a 

20-track CD (with Dougie Wardrop).  In 2016, Sandeeno dropped some wicked cuts 

including ‘Ancient Egypt’ (Jah Tubbys), ‘Wicked Run Away’ (Chouette), ‘Original 

Veteran’ and ‘Messenger’ (Easy Beat) and most recently ‘Zion Train’ (Dub Conductor) 

and ‘Be Train’ (Roots Factory).  Sandeeno’s passionate messages against all gun crime 

will stay with us for time so let’s celebrate his life, his great commitment to the 

reduction of the use of guns and above all his legacy of wonderful uplifting music.                                                                          

A big thanks and respect to all the artists, producers and agents that provide us with brand 

new and back catalogue music / jingles and drops for our radio playlists. If you have music 

you want to be considered for our shows, please forward in MP3 or send Download Access to 

cornerstonemusik@aol.com     DJ Baps   www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com 

 

mailto:cornerstonemusik@aol.com
http://www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com/
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Day Two of Dan-I’s coverage for The Dub of the 2018 One Love Festival 

Saturday, and it’s a big day for live music on the main stage today.  I still manage to 

spend some time in the Instrument Of Jah tent and in the Rasta Village though to keep 

me balanced.  After a serious festival breakfast of dahl, avocado and crumpets, 

bumping into an old and dear friend and a very warm welcome from the Rasta Village 

team (see last month’s issue), I step into the Dubshack to check Bristol’s Andy Scholes.  

Andy, of Henry & Louis and 2 Kings Records, serves up a fine start to the day with a 

series of classic roots 12”s back to back.  There will be more from the Bristol 

connection later, when Rob 

Smith runs a selection, and Ray 

Mighty is close to hand for both.   

We get ‘Gates Of Zion’ by the 

Mighty Diamonds, ‘Think Twice’ 

by Delroy Williams and 

Augustus Pablo, ‘Baltimore’ by 

The Tamlins, ‘Late Night Blues’ 

by Don Carlos, as well as some 

of his own productions which 

easily fit that fat driving sound 

of the 70s and 80s.  He gets a 

big response to ‘Jahovia’ by Johnny Osbourne, who is to headline the main stage later 

on.  I am no fan of computer games, but there is an online game (which is more of a 

music generator really) that I stumbled across many years ago which uses ‘Jahovia’ as 

the one of the main sample source for dubs you can mix in one of its pages, where you 
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can endlessly loop different segments of the riddim with effects and other samples on 

a cartoon style screen with lots of interactive buttons.  It is called the Infinite Wheel, 

designed by Jim Johnstone – I can’t do it justice in words, so please take a look and 

have a play. 

http://www.jimjohnstone.co.uk/dubselector/infinite_wheel.html 

 

Instrument Of Jah Sound System in the Dubshack 

Reaching the campsite to regroup, the melodies of Pablo Gad’s ‘Hard Times’ drift 

across while the sub bass from Saxon provides a heart beat pulse, always present on 

this site.  Time to move over to the main stage for some live entertainment.  A French 

band are playing when I get there who know how to successfully fuse shredding lead 

guitar riffs with reggae driven songs, not an easy thing to do.  I never definitively found 

out their name but I think they were called Yoha & The Dragon Tribe.  Their first song, 

‘Aluta Continua’ carries on themes raised by several artists on Friday night, then they 

power into a cover of The Gladiators’ ‘Roots Natty’ in a high stepping style.  This is the 

second Gladiators cover of the day as the first band onstage (Da Fuchaman) played 

‘Jah Works’, which was an excellent start to the day as it drifted across the site.  Some 

penny whistle dubbing follows which reminds me a piece that Jane Hamilton recorded 

and gave to Field Frequency Sound System.  There is some excellent trumpet playing 
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on the next number, an upbeat funky reggae vibe that sparks off smiles around the 

field.  They close with an extended jam of ‘Exodus’.  Empress Reggae and Scratchylus 

follow and they get plenty of audience participation for their set of upbeat catchy 

reggae, dipping into their album “Reset The Mindset”.   

Next up is the first legend of the day, lovers rock queen Carroll Thompson with the 

Upper Cut Band.  Carroll, whose first hit album was in 1981 (“Hopelessly In Love”, now 

a million seller), has a very strong fanbase and some of the crowd had clearly been 

parked by the stage all day to have a great view of her.  I must confess to not really 

knowing Carroll’s work but I am soon swept along.  The Upper Cut Band let the one 

drop bounce as soon as they started to play, showing us the importance of experience 

in a live band.  I know I have seen them before backing great reggae singers all the way 

back to the 80s. 

The atmosphere is 

pumped by the end of her 

first numbers - ‘Hooked 

On You’ and ‘I Have Things 

To Do (Get Out Of My 

Way)’.  She then dips into 

her roots-based album for 

her third tune ‘Hotter 

Than Fire’.  She also plays 

some from her new Phyllis 

Dillon tribute album. 

 

Carroll Thompson & Upper Cut Band 

The field starts to fill rapidly during her set, there is lots of positivity in the place and 

lots of lovers rock fans whose music often doesn’t get the attention it deserves 

(writers who are fans of lovers rock, drop us a line).  Carroll Thompson’s work and 

lovers rock in general fits right into the role of reggae as the social glue of mixed 

communities, community centres, pubs on housing estates – a very British experience.  

She ends the show with two standout tunes – ‘SOS’, a plea to save our sons from the 

threats they face, written with Mad Professor; and Irma Thomas’ ‘Another Piece Of My 

Heart’. 
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The next artist onstage is another real treat to these ears.  Like most people in this 

country, I have never seen Keith Poppin play live before (his last visit was in 1975), 

and I only have two singles by him, only one of which he plays (‘Hold Not Thy Peace’, 

which gets a huge reception).  He comes on with an eight piece band, the Ruff Trade 

Band (which includes producer Al Breadwinner), who play with fire in their belly.  

Keith’s sound is more of a soulful funky rocksteady, although there are some roots 

numbers too.  The Deptford Dub Club crew that I linked up with that day were well 

versed in his work and itching to enjoy his set.  Keith has an Isaac Hayes look and the 

energy of Joe Tex or Toots Hibbert, as well as a stack of great soulful songs.  He has 

spent time living in Canada and now Carolina, it is definitely time for a revival. 

Keith Poppin 

After Keith Poppin’s set, I go for a bit of a stretch and look for some dinner.  On the 

way, I can’t miss the unmistakable sound of Studio One records coming from the 

Dubshack.  It is Jerry Dammers, originator of The Specials, bringer of Weird Science 

with the Fungus Mungus family and all round cultural icon.  Jerry has brought out all 

the original skinheads, who trust that he will bring us some treasures from the earliest 

days of reggae music and he doesn’t disappoint.  Plenty of Burning Spear and Sound 
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Dimension with lots of the obscure, wild sounds that only a few can play.  Jerry is a 

man with a huge and very particular vision for music, and he has been responsible for 

so many songs that so many of us grew up with (‘Free Nelson Mandela’ and ‘Ghost 

Town’ are just the tip of The Specials’ iceberg of songs), as well as being the man 

behind many anti-Apartheid campaigns, but today it is all about vintage 7” Jamaican 

music of the highest order, including his final selections from his old friend Rico 

Rodriguez and Count Ossie.   

 

Jerry Dammers 

I found dinner, and Nick Manasseh came to sit at the same food stall.  We had a lovely 

chat where he told me that he remembers playing at the Caribbean Club on Cowley 

Road in Oxford.  Nick also produced Oxford-based reggae band Makating’s first album, 

with drummer Daniel Norland being especially impressed with the way that Manasseh 

brought their songs into shape, playing the mixing desk as an instrument.  Nick was 

relieved rather than annoyed to learn that it was me that had spotted the flaw on his 

new LP before it was pressed.  Out now, the “Roots Garden Showcase Volume 3” is a 

truly special collection, featuring songs and dubs from Danny Red, Mike Brooks, Shaka 
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Black and the one and only Johnny Clarke, who is onstage next.  Sadly I won’t be able 

to catch Nick’s set at the One Love Festival, but we promise to link up in the future for 

some works. 

Time then for another legend of reggae music, 

Johnny Clarke, who hits the stage running with 

‘Crazy Baldhead’, ‘Roots Natty Congo’, ‘Every Knee 

Shall Bow’ and ‘African Roots’.  It looks like the Dub 

Asante Band are backing him, which they have done 

numerous times over years and years.  It is clearly a 

partnership that Johnny Clarke is very comfortable 

with, with veterans like Henry Matics Tenyue 

stepping up to lead the horn section.  Johnny Clarke 

is responsible for a vast catalogue of songs in a huge 

number of different styles, and is frequently 

thought of as one of the definitive roots singers; he 

sings with a tremendous energy, driving his 

audience to be alert, wakeful and in the moment.   

 

Johnny Osbourne touches on just a few bars of a whole string of hits that he isn’t 

going to play, just to show that he has plenty more songs that he considers much 

better.  And it is a real show; Johnny Osbourne has a surety of tone and of purpose 
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that few singers display so thoroughly.  There is a quick cut and then we are treated to 

a load more hits, this time played for long enough to really get into the riddims.  He 

has been a giant of dancehall reggae over decades, from the heartbeat Jamaican music 

that was Studio One to brand new up to the minute tunes cut with any number of 

producers worldwide, with massive amounts of pure JA dancehall all along the way.  

We get ‘No Ice Cream Love’, ‘Truths And Rights’, ‘Jah Promise’, ‘Murderer’, ‘Folly 

Ranking’, ‘Purify Your Heart’, ‘Dubplate Style’, ‘Lend Me’, ‘We Need Love’, ‘No Ice 

Cream Sound’, ‘Can’t Buy No Love’ and many more.  Johnny Osbourne is an absolute 

original, riding the fattest riddims like no one else can.  His show is the one where if 

you are at the festival, you have really made a mistake if you didn’t go to see him.  

Clement Coxsone Dodd got a massive salute from the crowd when host Bobo Numero 

Uno from Supreme FM asked Johnny Osbourne his favourite producer.  An absolute 

triumph. 

OBF, Afrikan Simba, Brother Culture & RSD 

The second day of The Battle Of The Dubplates was going on in the Saxon Sound tent, 

this time featuring Shanty Crew, Observer Supa Powa, JNR and Venus.  The winners 

would go on to play Friday’s winners Little Sample and Splashdown Muzik House in 

Sunday’s final.  Back in the Dubshack, RSD aka Rob Smith (Smith & Mighty, More 

Rockers) was serving up a tough and deep brew of phuture dubs with MC Clapper 

Priest holding the microphone, freestyling and spicing up the dance.  The sound levels 

in the tent had been ramped up considerably since Jerry Dammers’ set, and the crowd 

was much busier, soaking up the bass pressure from the scoops.  The Instrument Of 

Jah Sound System was now in full effect, the best tuned that I had heard the set so far 

over the weekend.  RSD was followed in a pretty similar vein by France’s OBF with 
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MCs Brother Culture and Afrikan Simba until the close of the session.  We heard 

‘Dread In the Mountains’ by Black Uhuru and Junior Reid, ‘Punky Reggae Party/OBF 

Party’ and both OBF and RSD played OBF’s recent 12” sound system anthem with 

Joseph Lalibela called ‘How You Feel’.  There were lots of OBF productions and 

specials, including ‘Stalk Of Sinsemilla’ and Johnny Osbourne’s ‘No Ice Cream Sound’.  

The music was varied, heavy and quite brilliant, getting a big forward from the 

dancers.  A proper Saturday night festival session.   

Sadly, I wasn’t able to stay for the Sunday shows, although there were plenty that I 

wanted to see, like Ras IQulah, who doesn’t appear live that often.  It had been my 

first time at the One Love Festival and I want to say a warm salute to Dan Wiltshire 

and the team.  I have been to many festivals in the past and haven’t been to many for 

a long time and this festival was entirely peaceful with a great selection of music and 

some super friendly people.  It was as you would hope a relatively small reggae festival 

to be and hopefully will stick around for another 10 years or more.  I have just learned 

that Jah9 & the Dub Treatment have been lined up to play at the 2019 Festival, which 

promises to be a highlight.   

Words and pictures – Dan-I 
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MAX ROMEO 
Let The Power Fall On I (Dynamic) 

Melt Away (Max Romeo) 

Norman The Gambler (Lee Perry) 

One Step Forward (Lee Perry) 

War In A Babylon (Lee Perry) 

Valley Of Jehosophat (Max Romeo) 

Captain Of My Ship (Jah Shaka) 

Numberless (Jah Shaka) 

God Created Man (Jah Shaka) 

Chase The Devil (Lee Perry) 
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Oxford, Ethiopia and the Legacies of Haile Selassie 
I in the Popular Imagination  

School of Anthropology & Museum Ethnography, University of Oxford 
On October 13, 2018, an event was held at Oxford University's School of Anthropology 
& Museum Ethnography, to commemorate HIM Haile Selassie I's visit to Oxford in 
1954, when he received an honorary degree from Lord Halifax, then chancellor of the 
university.  
 
  The day was conceived by Dr. Angela Raven-Roberts, currently a senior researcher at 
the university, and lifelong friend of The Imperial Family (as well as having an 
exemplary cv of work for NGO's, the UN etc., in the humanitarian sector), as a way of 
rekindling the longstanding relationship between Oxford and Ethiopia, and the 
heightened interest and love the British people had for HIM during the time of his 
exile in England, and subsequently, by bringing together Ethiopians (including various 
members of the Imperial Family), academics, writers, members of the Rastafari 
community, and others with connections to Ethiopia, to share in the many legacies of 
the King of Kings.  Angela also noted in her introduction, that with the current 
frightening rise in fascist ideology taking hold around the world, that it is indeed timely 
that we should revisit the warnings that the beleaguered emperor gave to the world in 
his famous speech to the League of Nations, and the perfectly manifest blueprint He 
laid out for the survival of mankind thereafter, founded upon precepts of Universal 
Truth and International Morality, in the Light of which, ALL HUMAN BEINGS ARE 
EQUAL. Selah. 
    
   Having initially intended to be a two day event, there was a colossal amount to fit 
into what was ultimately a single day of presentations, not to mention the numbers 
vying for a place in the 70 capacity seminar room!  However, by grace, and Angela's 
evident skills at hosting such events, a full-to-brim room was kept enthralled from 
9.30am all the way through to 6pm! 
 
   Commencing the programme was David Bowers, author of "Emperor in Exile", giving 
a lively account of the political background to the scene on the screen, of Haile 
Selassie walking alongside Lord Halifax in 1954.  In his conclusion, he said he felt sure 
that the gesture of offering the honorary degree, was very much, in part, by way of a 
peace offering, after the despicable delay, and negligence shown by Britain at the time 
of Ethiopia's need, in the government's eagerness to keep peace with Italy, right up to 
the point that England found herself also facing fascist aggression, just as Selassie had 
predicted! 
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  This was followed by Dr. Shawn Naphtali Sobers, of Bristol University (and the 
Fairfield House management committee), who showed some clips of his film "In the 
Footsteps of The Emperor" (previously screened at Natty Hi Fi in Oxford, and viewable 
on Youtube), and then spoke on the unique importance of Fairfield House, not just in 
modern history, to Ethiopians, or the elderly for whom it still serves as a day centre, 
but most notably to the generations of the African diaspora in the Western 
Hemisphere, as a symbolic monument to resistance and ultimate victory over evil, 
marking the beginning of the end of the colonial era.  Dr. Sobers also gave account of 
the various Rastafari, most notably the elder Ras Bandele, who have continued to keep 
observances to special days in the Rastafari calendar at Fairfield, thus keeping the 
name of HIM Haile Selassie alive in Bath!  The committee are committed to furthering 
the range of culturally relevant events taking place at Fairfield for Ethiopians, 
Rastafari, the elderly and local community alike, and will, next year, be launching 
"IMPERIAL VOICE RADIO" from the emperor's former residence in the City of Bath. 
 
   Dr. Wolde Tadesse (another fellow of Oxford University and organiser of the event) 
then begun a series of presentations on Ethiopian histories and engagements, by 
reminding us of the numerous other royal houses of Ethiopia, and how they co-
operated under the remarkable statesmanship of the King of Kings.  More senior 
academics and writers were there to give further accounts of research expeditions in 
Ethiopia (including a study of traditional farming methods), samples of poetic and 
literary accounts of life in Ethiopia, and of a commission to paint the emperor's 
portrait!  There was a fascinating account of The Thousand Stars Festival, an incredible 
gathering of all the diverse peoples and cultures within Ethiopia, each one bringing 
their own particular songs and dances, to make a festival like no other, which we 
would no doubt have all heard about, was it not for the 9/11 tragedy in US that 
subsequently smothered all other news about that date for years to come, so that few 
were even aware of Ethiopia celebrating the new millenium on 9/11/07 (by the 
Western calendar)!  Dr. Raven-Roberts then gave an account of her childhood 
education at various schools in Ethiopia, giving us a seldom realised idea of the 
cosmopolitan nature of Addis Ababa, and the unilateral approach to education that 
the emperor championed throughout his life. 
 
  The afternoon was then livicated to presentations from Rastafari bredrin and sistren, 
beginning with Ras D Levi, who, before giving a summary of the history behind the 
Rastafari movement, had the whole room standing to a prayer, which he recited in 
both Amharic and English.  This was an unexpected but beautiful touch to the day, the 
blessings of which we truly needed to give our thanks for! Another unscheduled 
interlude then occured as Ras Jimi Lyons took the stand to give a brief, but heartfelt 
testimonial of the depth of meaning Haile Selassie I holds in InI hearts, and especially 
for those from the African diaspora, whose unhappy fortunes were turned around 
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when the conquering lion ascended to the ancient Throne of David!  The young UK 
rapper Rasta Lion , known as "Majical", gave a mention to the global reverberation Ras 
Tafari's inspirastion has had on youth culture, and dropped some of his own lyrics in a 
unique recitation of his composition "King of Grime", asking the youth of today what 
they know about the King of Kings.  Ras Benji followed with a packed plethora of 
information, and little known facts and quotes regarding the Negus, as well as 
examining some profound artwork of the time, representing the King of Kings in 
prophetic visions of Revelations from the Bible!  Then Natika Selassie spoke about the 
Magdala treasures (much of which is currently on show at the V&A Museum in 
London, prior to being returned to Ethiopia, from whence they were stolen by British 
Forces in 1868!), and of the Lion of Judah's crucial role in the African liberation 
struggle. 
    
   By this point we were seriously running short of time, and it is regrettable that Ras 
Shango-Baku had only ten minutes to share some of his wealth of knowledge, being 
part of the team of four who organised the international "Rastafari in Motion" 
exhibition, and have now created from this an online educational resource for schools 
etc.(@ www.rastafari-in-motion.org), covering the life of HIM Haile Selassie I, and the 
evolution of the Rastafari movement.  Founder of Oxford's "African School", Natty 
Mark Samuels arrived from other workshops he was giving elsewhere in Oxford on the 
day, just in time to share some of the inspiration he has drawn from some of Ethiopia’s 
modern artists, before the songstress Empress Storm closed the day with another 
blessing, taken from one of the ancient prayers unearthed by Ras Seymour McClean 
(RIP) from the Magdala collection at the British Museum, put to music with a deep 
passion, having known Seymour as a child, and with an immeasurable empathy as a 
mother for Mariam, the Mother of Christ, who is said to have given this heart-
wrenching supplication to The Father after her Son died on the Cross, after which 
Jesus is said to have appeared unto her..! 
 
   HIH Prince Michael Makonnen expressed how grateful the family are to see such 
resurgence of interest in his grandfather, and thanked the Rastafari movement for 
that!  The beauty of day (much of which can be found on Youtube under the title 
"Ethiopia, Oxford & The Legacies of Haile Selassie" and related videos) for me was 
really felt in the togetherness of so many people of diverse backgrounds, coming ina 
oneness of their love for HIM.  It is gratifying to know that everyone in the room 
(Ethiopian royalty, university academics & InI) were unanimously agreed that there 
was so much more to celebrate, and that we will be working together towards bigger 
and better things next year, in the name of HIM HAILE SELASSIE I, RAS TAFARI !!!  
 
ONE LOVE. Selah. 

Hugo Makepeace 
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Reissue Corner 
In this issue we take a look at two CD collections put out by Cherry Red Records, one 

by Phyllis Dillon and the other by The Pioneers.  Phyllis Dillon was an artist who never 

obtained the chart success that her talent deserved and one will wonder why after 

listening to this collection.  The Pioneers on the other hand did obtain success in the 

UK charts and became one of Jamaica’s favourite outfits.   

 

ONE LIFE TO LIVE – Phyllis Dillon (Doctor Bird DBCD-021) 

This collection contains 28 tracks, a mixture of classy Rocksteady and Reggae from 

1966 to 1972 all recorded for Duke Reid’s Treasure Isle label.   The first 12 tracks come 

from her first vinyl album in 1970 and the first being ‘One Life To Live, One Love To 

Give’, a track originally titled ‘Living In Love’ and is a slow Rocksteady number with a 
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heavy rhythm track.  Following this we listen to ‘Love The One You’re With’ and 

another track with a heavy Rocksteady rhythm and originally recorded by The Isley 

Brothers.  

Next up is ‘Long Time’ aka ‘Nice Time’ which has a Calypso feel.  Not all the tracks 

have a Jamaican feel and one of these is the version of the well-known ‘Something’, a 

song recorded by many artists over the years.  ’I Can’t Forget About You Baby’ comes 

next and is more of a reggae sound with a slightly more orchestrated backing and fast 

moving rhythm, one of the stand out tracks.  The following track was written by Duke 

Reid, ‘Picture On The Wall’ and has a jerky rhythm over Miss Dillon’s first-class vocal.  

‘Woman Of The Ghetto’ is another stand-out track that makes one want to get up and 

dance, it was originally a Jazz number (by Marlena Shaw).  As a complete change we 

have another song without a Jamaican rhythm, the well-known Carpenters hit ‘Close 

To You’ co-written by Burt Bacharach and well suited to Phyllis’s voice.  Next track is 

‘Eddie Oh Baby’ a version of ‘Cherry Oh Baby’ by Eric Donaldson and then we continue 

in a romantic vein with ‘We Belong Together’, another stand-out track with heavy 

rhythm backing.  ‘The Love A Woman Should Give To A Man’ is next and has a slower 

reggae rhythm and is a powerful ballad with light orchestral backing.  Following on we 

listen to ‘You Are Like Heaven To Me’ which was the final track from the original 

album back in 1970.  It has a jaunty reggae rhythm and once again first-class vocal. 

The next 15 tracks are listed as bonus tracks and consist of ‘Midnight Confession’, 

‘Boys And Girls Reggae’ and ‘Perfidia’, another song recorded by many artists and 

groups over the years.  With a heavy rhythm and classy vocal one wonders why this 

was not a sizeable UK hit.  Other tracks include ‘Love Is All I Had’, ‘Don’t Stay Away’, 

‘Remember That Sunday’, tracks that stand out on their own as Rocksteady at its 

best.  Moving on we have ‘Don’t Touch Me Tomatoes’, ‘Get On The Right Track,’ ‘I 

Wear His Ring’, ‘Tulips (And Heather)’, ‘Take My Heart’, ‘A Thing Of The Past, ‘Walk 

Through This World With Me’ this track being recorded with Hopeton Lewis.  The 

final tracks are ‘It’s Rocking Time’ aka ‘Rock Steady’, a song written by Miss Dillon.  

‘Why Did You leave?’ is the next track, also featuring Jamaican legend Alton Ellis and 

to finish off the collection we have ‘Boys And Girls Reggae (Take3)’. 

To sum up the CD collection, one would have to say it is one of the best ever from a 

female Jamaican singer known as Jamaica’s first Queen of Soul.  The tracks are from 

one of Jamaica’s finest female singers whose recording career was far too short. 
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LONG SHOT/BATTLE OF THE GIANTS – The Pioneers 

(Doctor Bird DBCD-019) 

 

Moving on to the second CD collection, we find The Pioneers, who were one of the 

first Jamaican groups to hit the UK charts in 1968 and along with this hit we have 30 

tracks put out by Cherry Red Records containing all the groups recordings over many, 

many years from the albums in the title. 

This collection starts with the group’s UK hit ‘Long Shot Kick De Bucket’ from 1968 

which needs no introduction to Jamaican music fans.  ‘Caranago’ comes next and is in 

the same vein as their hit with a fast rhythm track.  The next two tracks ‘Black Bud’ 

and ‘Long Up Your Mouth’ are reggae without any frills and have combined group 

vocals.  Track 5 gives us ‘Bring Him Back’ another jaunty reggae sound with minimal 

backing and again mostly combined vocals.  The next two tracks you may be familiar 

with if you are a fan of the group: ‘Mother Pity’ and ‘Poor Ramses’ are fast moving 

straight reggae sounds, the second being a tale about a race horse as with several 

other of the groups recordings.  Another favourite from the groups early recordings is 

next, ‘Samfie Man’ and this has a slower rhythm over the group’s combined vocal.  
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Three more fast moving sounds come up next: ‘Belly Girl/’Lucky Side’/’Trouble Day A 

Bush’ and the last of these may be familiar in the overall recording career of The 

Pioneers.  Finishing off the tracks from the first album we have ‘Boss Festival’ a 

medium fast reggae sound again without any frills, the usual classy vocals are 

evident.  

The next 11 tracks make up the second original album and may be more familiar.  The 

first 3 tracks ‘Money Day’, ‘Consider Me’, ‘Driven Back’ with the second being a 

straight soulful pop number. The next three tracks are made up of ‘Gorgeous And 

Marvellous’, ‘Now You Are Gone’ and the album’s title track ‘Battle Of The Giants’.  

These are three fast moving tracks that have moved away from the sound found on 

the first album to slightly more produced numbers.  ‘Slip Away’, ‘Cherie Cherie’ and 

‘Simmer Down Quashie’ come next with the third track a well-known number from the 

group’s recording career.  To finish off the tracks from the second album we have  

‘Turn Around The Daffodils’ and ‘Molly Molly’,  two very strong mid-paced reggae 

numbers that take us onto the bonus tracks: ‘Easy Come, Easy Go (Rock Steady 

version)’, ‘Pee Pee Cluck Cluck’ are the first of the bonus tracks’ the first of these being 

a mid-paced sound and the other a fast sound with combined group vocals. ‘Mettle 

(aka Mickle)’ ‘Just Enough (To Keep Me Hanging On)’ are tracks 26 and 27, the second 

of these was also given a reggae feel by David Isaacs and was originally a Country song.  

The last three tracks on the CD collection, ‘Cha La La, I Need You’, ‘Get Ready’, ‘Easy 

Come, Easy Go (Reggae version)’, the first of these being a fast paced number followed 

by a mid-paced soulful number and not the Soul sound recorded by The Temptations 

among others.  Final track is the second version on the collection and with its fast 

tempo, it is a fine song to finish the collection. 

To sum up this Leslie Kong produced collection, it is an essential set of tracks from a 

first class outfit.  The group members are still performing from time-to-time but not 

usually under The Pioneers name.     

Eric Denham 
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STARKEY BANTON 
Birthday November 15th 

 

 

Another Day In Babywrong (Maximum Sound) 

Rastaman Chant (Dub Organiser) 

No Dis Di Ras (Fashion) 

I & I Saw Them Coming (Dub Organiser) 

Dance To The Reggae (Belleville) 

Reggae Phobia (L’Mint) 

Love King Selassie with Mykal Rose (Fashion) 
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REGGAE ON TAP 
Reggae On Tap is a monthly family friendly reggae event at Botley’s Tap Social 

Movement in Oxford.  It is hosted by Garvin Dan, Nico D and Hugo Makepeace on the 

first Sunday of every month from 3pm.  Last month, they were joined by Natty HiFi. 

 
Jah Paul & Dan-I 
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Nico D, Prince & Hugo Makepeace 

 
 

photos by Garvin Dan 
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Last month we featured this collection of poetry 

from the survivors and neighbours of the Grenfell 

Tower fire.  The process of writing poetry can be 

very transforming for the writer and can also 

provide a very direct way for readers to access 

the inner feelings and thoughts of the writer.  If 

ever there was a group of people whose voices 

should be heard without filter, this is that group.  

It is not everyone who can take evidence to the 

inquiry and face the courtroom and many may 

feel that their contribution does not easily fit into 

that context.  Most of those living in the shadow 

of the tower have a deep distrust for journalists, 

who cannot always be trusted to handle their words with care.  So, time for some 

direct communication.   

There are a large number of contributors to this book - young, old, UK-born and 

otherwise and each has their own unique viewpoints.  I cannot hope to give a flavour 

of all the writings, but hopefully putting a spotlight on one or two will intrigue readers 

of The Dub enough to get their own copies of the book.   

The book is divided into nine sections, each with a different focus: Justice, Love, Truth, 

Loss, Sadness, Friendship, Family, Come-Unity and Hope.  But the poetry contained in 

each section is not restricted to those themes alone as the experiences of those 

affected by the tragedy are complex, reflecting the wide range of social problems and 

conflicts facing them.   

The following two extracts come from the Justice and Truth sections respectively, and 

display the galvanising effect the tragedy has had on people, bringing the social 

injustices to light in a way that cannot be ignored or brushed aside.  There are 

numerous poems that tap into the disparity between those in positions of power and 

responsibility and the lack of responsibility shown in how the Lancaster Estate has 

been treated over time as well as since the fire.   
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“Cos if you equate the value of a product to the value of a life 

Then act indifferent to the struggle and strife 

You caused to the disenfranchised, the disaffected, 

The socially excluded, the callously rejected, 

Then in the court if life you’re directly accountable” 

Di Grenfell Fire Ah Murder… - Lezlee Lyrix aka Dr William ‘Lez’ Henry 

 

“use your words as your weapons, the truth as your shield, 

It’s the only way these wounds can be healed.” 

This Is Not About Hate – Stephen Steele 

Other poems focus on the grieving process and how members of the community (or 

Come-Unity) have come together in support of each other, often distrustful of outside 

agencies.  There is evidence of this throughout the book with colourful photographs of 

community spaces and some of the wide variety of people who have been involved in 

this project, young and old. 

“There’s A Circle Of Shrines Around Grenfell… 

Congregating In Comeunity 

Healing Artistic Spaces Created 

So Much Heartical Charity 

Turning Away Donations & Media Attention 

Sick And Tired Of Their Storytelling” 

Grenfell: A Circle Of Shrines – AamaSade Shepnekhi 
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As well as grief, there are countless images of vitality, projecting strength.  Images that 

come straight from the poems as well as from the countless photographs of children’s 

poems and artwork throughout the collection.   

Other poems concentrate on personal stories and reflections, such as this one from a 

child whose friend they had known since they were in nursery had lived in Grenfell 

Tower.  The poem shows the fear the child felt when they found out about the fire and 

the relief they felt when their friend survived. 

“I felt so sad thinking it was the end of our friendship 

But as a fighter, you survived the terrible trauma. 

Hooray!  You’re here, stronger than ever.” 

My Best Friend – Akeera Belfon- George (Year 3 pupil) 

This is a major collection at over 200 pages, one to keep returning to, to take in the diversity 

of voices contained within and give them the time for reflection they deserve.  It can be 

difficult to read too much in one sitting as the enormity of the tragedy looms large over every 

word, but a collection that I would thoroughly recommend to anyone seeking to understand 

the feelings of often voiceless ordinary men, women and children in the divided UK right 

now.   
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Fikir Amlak & King Alpha – “Selassie I Great” (Akashic Records) 

US-based singer Fikir Amlak and UK-based 

producer King Alpha release their fifth album 

project on November 2nd.  The pair are currently 

lining up sound system shows across Europe and 

elsewhere, and are looking for more dates.  The 

song ‘Selassie I Great’ was released earlier in the 

year as a single and the album has been preceded 

by the release of the song ‘Train’.  There are 

another five songs on the album, all with King 

Alpha dubs, including a powerful upbeat version 

of a song Fikir Amlak recorded with Dan Imperial 

called ‘No Fear’ and a more tender and delicate song called ‘Love And Affection’.   

King Alpha has a very contemporary sound which is deep and hypnotic, trance-like 

with massive stabs of chords and skanks, an ideal base for an inspired vocalist to 

develop their songs.  It is unusual in these times for a singer and producer to develop 

such a long lasting and fruitful musical partnership and it is exciting to see where it will 

lead in the future.  I understand that there are at least two more albums in the 

pipeline at the moment, so there is no danger of this train slowing down. 

https://iroots.bandcamp.com/album/selassie-i-great-album 
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AFRICAN HERBSMAN 
Granny's Garden - As she puts the key in the door, she feels the first pang of relief.  
Removing her wet coat, shoes and socks -  enjoying the relief of freed feet - she puts 
the kettle on; then going to the passageway, she takes from a cupboard there, a glass 
jar full of something green.  Running hot water into a large bowl, she then takes a 
handful of the rosemary she had picked that morning before work - and places them in 
the bowl, with a sprinkling of pink himalayan rock salt. 
 
Grating a little ginger from another bowl from the enchanted cupboard; like an oficina, 
where the medieval monks stored the herbs of their cultivation, such as Zingerber 
officinale, otherwise known as ginger.  Pouring hot water from the kettle on to the 
powdered substance, she leaves it, taking the bowl to the back door which she opens.  
Going back to the kitchen, she picks up her cup and returns to the garden view.  
Putting her feet in the bowl, she takes a sip or two of the ginger drink, as respite and 
relaxation, begin to make her acquaintance.  She relishes this half hour, before the two 
younger children return from school. 
 
From the actions of the working day, her mind turns to the Benedictine monks; 
imagining their meditative state, while working and walking in the gardens.  Her mind 
wanders further; to her grandmother, back in Jamaica, utilising ginger for the colds and 
coughs that her father and his siblings had.  It was her beloved grandmother who first 
sparked her interest in herbs and flowers.  She thinks now that later on, when the 
younger ones are in bed, she'll fill her little muslin bag with other herbs, place it under 
a tap - and when the bath is filled, she'll step into it, to lay awhile, before going to lay 
her head on the pillow.  In her oficina, she has a selection to choose from, all recently 
picked.  Will it be chamomile or lemon balm, calendula or dandelion?  Thinking of 
chamomile reminds her that she must get a link to African Chamomile, native to 
southern Africa; the many benefits it has for us, including as a favoured essential oil.  It 
is a medicine chest, growing on the mountains of the Eastern Cape.  She smiles again, 
while pondering the thought of herbs, water and that near horizontal position.  She 
thinks back to her making of a tincture last night: her nip or two of brandy to help the 
process along!  Chopping of the herbs, placing them in the container and adding the 
pint of brandy, then placing it in the kitchen window, where the sun can easily visit and 
embrace it.   
 
She loves to look out on this view, even when it is raining; of blue and grey skies, green 
and brown earth.  To look out on her own shrine of herbs, named after the one, who 
first told her of the magic they possess.  Between the noise of work and the noise of 
children, she always looks forward to this half hour, looking out on Granny's Garden. 

© Natty Mark Samuels, 2018.  
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VINYL  TRACKBACK :- 
Back in the early 70s when Pama Records were having their hey-day they issued a 

series of various artist albums in the “Straighten Up” series.  This series was issued as 

Pama’s answer to the “Tighten Up” series being issued by Trojan Records.  

This issue we take a look at one of the Straighten Up albums, this one from 1972 which 

contains 16 very good reggae tracks, some of the songs you will recognise by their title 

and many of the artists will be familiar. 

STRAIGHTEN UP VOLUME FOUR                                                       
(Pama/Medium PMP 2017)  

Naturally this album starts with track 1 ‘Soul Sister’/The Groovers and is by an outfit 

that does not crop up that often and the sound is a soulful reggae sound with 

combined vocals from the band.  Track 2 ‘The Godfather’/Jerry Lewis is a talk over DJ 

sound and with this in mind one has to say it is a good one.  Track 3 ‘Lean On Me’/B.B 

Seaton will be familiar as the hit song for Bill Withers and it lends itself well to the 

reggae treatment.  The vocal from Mr Seaton is of a very high quality.  Track 4 

‘Breakfast In Bed’/Winston Reedy and is a song that has been covered by numerous 

artists.  Even though the vocals are male orientated you could make the mistake of 

thinking they were female, a very good version.  Track 5 ’My Confession’/Cornell 

Campbell has always been one of the artist’s most remembered tracks and as usual 

Cornell is tops with his vocal and the track is another well produced sound.  Track 6 

‘Here Come The Heartaches’/Delroy Wilson is performed by one of Jamaica’s best 

ever artists and will again be familiar to many Jamaican music fans.  This track has 

appeared on various labels, mostly out of the Trojan stable.  Track 7 ‘Life And All It’s 

Dreams’/The Avengers is by another lesser known Jamaican outfit, none-the-less it is a 

very good Reggae sound and contributes well to this album. Track 8 ‘Black Heart’/U 

Roy is what one would expect, a DJ talk over sound and with Mr Roy’s unique vocal we 

find it to be a high quality talk over. 
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Moving onto side 2 we have as Track 1 ‘Hijack Plane’/The Avengers which starts with 

the sound of a plane taking off, or so we are meant to believe.  The production work 

on this is rather frail but the story of a plane being hijacked is interesting.  Track 2 ‘I 

Want Justice’/B.B. Seaton has Mr Seaton putting out a strong plea for justice and 

with his usual fine vocals we end up with a very pleasing reggae sound.  Track 3 ‘Our 

High School Dance’/Stranger Cole is again by one of Jamaica’s well respected artists 

who again recorded not only for the Pama company but for various others and is a 

very pleasing sound.  Track 4 ‘The Man In Your Life’/Les Foster and Ancil Collins is an 

up-tempo reggae sound with Ancil Collins prominent on the organ, as one would 

expect.  Track 5 ‘Fever’/Junior Byles will be familiar or at least the song will as it has 

been covered numerous times in various styles apart from reggae.  Track 6 ‘Good 

Hearted Woman’/ Clarendonians is from another of Jamaica’s established outfits who 

again can be found on various labels apart from Pama.  Track 7 ‘I Hear You 

Knocking’/Owen Gray is obviously a reggae version of the No.1 UK chart hit by Dave 

Edmunds and the song lends itself well to this styling.  Track 8 ‘I Don’t Want To 

Die’/Junior English finishes off this collection and as with many of the tracks it is a 

well sung up-tempo sound. 

As you may have noticed the spelling of Ancil is not as one would expect but Pama 

Records were known for wrong spellings and information on their releases from time-

to-time.  When putting this album on the turntable one instantly knows that it is from 

the Pama stable as their releases, more often than not had a production sound of 

their own. 
Eric Denham 
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SUSAN CADOGAN 

 

Photo by Leo B 

Hurt So Good (Upsetter) 

Do It Baby (Upsetter) 

Nice And Easy (Upsetter) 

Fever (Upsetter) 

Don’t You Burn Your Bridges (Upsetter) 

Tracks Of My Tears (GG’s) 

Don’t Know Why (Channel One) 

Losing You (Ariwa) 

Don’t You Burn Your Bridges (Upsetter) 
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Reggae On Tap: Makepeace, Nico D & Garvin Dan – Tap Social Movement, Botley, 

Oxford OX2 0LX – Sun. 4th Nov., free 

Natty & The Rebelship - O2 Oxford—Mon. 5th Nov. 

Reading Dub Club: High Grade (Reading) & Mad Radics (Southampton) - 

R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS —Sat. 10th Nov., 8pm-1am 

Dub Pistols – O2 Oxford – Fri. 23rd Nov. 

High Grade - downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – 

Sat. 24th Nov., 9pm-1am – 4th Friday every month 

Garvin Dan, Nico D, Ras Mark & Prince – The Bear At Home, North Moreton OX11 9AT 

– Sat. Nov. 24th, 7.30pm 

Rocksteady Roast: Count Skylarkin—Jolly Postboys, Oxford OX4 3PH—Sun. 25th Nov., 

12-6pm - last Sunday of every month 

Enjoy Yourself: Richie Roots, Dan-I + Natty HiFi—The Swan, Eynsham—Fri 30th Nov. 

Natural Progress & Entebbe (both on their own systems) – Hill Top Community Centre, 

High Wycombe HP11 1UA – Sat. 15th Dec., 9pm-2am 

The Inflatables – O2 Oxford – Sat. 15th Dec.  

Dreadzone—O2 Oxford—Fri. 21st Dec. 

Reading Dub Club – Entebbe, Jah Lion Movement & Bumpkin Sound - R.I.S.C. Hall, 

Reading RG1 4PS —Fri. 21st Dec., 8pm-2am 

Wrongtom & Ragga Twins, Zaia, Count Skylarkin, Constant Jammin, Desta Nation—

The Bullingdon, Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – Mon. 24th Dec.—9pm-3am 

Field Frequency Sound System & Jah Lion Movement (both on their own systems)– 

The Bullingdon, Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – Fri. 28th Dec., 9pm-4am  

Mungo’s HiFi, Eva Lazarus & Count Skylarkin (on Mungo’s sound system)—The 

Bullingdon, Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – Sat. 26th Jan., 11pm-3am 
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found online at Mixcloud – 

Search under DESTA*NATION  or danidubdub (for more recent shows). 
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